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International Television & Video Almanac
He vowed to wed, bed, and abandon her. But love got in the way Joan Johnston
sweeps you back to Regency era England and Scotland with a love story that will
take your breath away. Here is romance at its best as Johnston brings back
unforgettable characters from her bestsellers Captive, After the Kiss, and The
Bodyguard in a spellbinding novel of seduction and betrayal. She was the reigning
belle of the ton for the fourth Season in a row, but Lady Regina Wharton, the Duke
of Blackthorne's daughter, was determined to avoid the perils of marriage. She had
already seen enough to distrust all men. Then Clay Bannister, the dashing Earl of
Carlisle, dared to steal a kiss and stir new and exciting desires. Scarred by tragedy,
Carlisle intrigued her with his mysterious past and his dark, dangerous charm. She
never suspected she was about to marry her father's most vengeful enemy—or
that her greatest defense would be the passions he could not resist.

Forbidden Destiny (The Hearts of Liberty Series, Book 3)
A century old curse forgotten by time. A sleepy town cut off from the world by an
ominous chasm. And a girl with the heart of a warrior.The town of Justice Falls is
slave to an annual tithe, but only those with the sight recall the true price of
survival. As one of the gifted, Wynter Ashfall has made peace with the curse, for
when the silver riders climb out of the chasm in the dead of winter, there is no
force on earth that can stop them from claiming their cargo. But when the man
who holds her heart is marked, there is nothing she won't do to get him back, even
if it means climbing into the pit itself. With Death as her guide she must navigate a
realm forbidden to the living, a place where every creature hungers for her soul
and nothing is as it seems.In a world where time has no meaning, time is running
out, and Wynter must make a choice-- finally claim her heart or find the courage to
let it go.Let the tale beginA dark fantasy with horns and teeth, Slavic gods and
immortal fey.
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The Captive Heart
The History of the Most Renowned Don Quixote of Mancha, and
His Trusty Squire, Sancho Pancha
I’m a bad man. I never said I was anything else. I shouldn’t want the beautiful
brunette who lives in that suburban cul-de-sac, but one glance and I can’t think of
anything else but taking her. The innocence in her dark eyes tells me she has no
idea what life in my world is like. But she’s going to find out. I control everything
around me, and that includes Kaia now. At first, she’ll beg for her freedom, but it
won’t take long before she’s begging for something else. Her world has changed.
She’s mine now. dark romance, romantic suspense, mafia romance, Captive Hearts
series, contemporary romance, suspense, action and adventure romance

Captive Hearts of Oz
Are You an Indigo?
Captive Heart
This title focuses on the behaviors necessary to succeed in the dog-eat-dog world
of fiction writing by asking successful authors how they practice their craft.
Readers will learn how to adopt those habits on their quest to become novelists.
The book will inspire, nourish, and provide the needed kick in the pants to turn the
wannabes into doers! The 101 Habits of Highly Successful Novelists is full of "aha"
experiences as the reader uncovers the collected wisdom from the cream of
today’s fiction writers.

Tending Her Heart
The "Gentleman's magazine" section is a digest of selections from the weekly
press; the "(Trader's) monthly intelligencer" section consists of news (foreign and
domestic), vital statistics, a register of the month's new publications, and a
calendar of forthcoming trade fairs.

Author's Digest
Enslaved Handmaiden Finds Love and Freedom in the Viking Warrior Adventure
Love's Captive Heart by Phoebe Conn 920(AD), Land of the Danes Though she is
the beloved handmaiden of Viking lord Raktor's spoiled daughter, Celiese
d'Loganville is a slave in a gilded cage. When her mistress refuses to wed a man
rumored to be horribly disfigured, Celiese seizes her chance for freedom—maybe
even love. Mylan Vandahl has no need of a wife who pities him. But the
enchanting—and perplexing—young woman, who fears him and boldly ignores his
scars, arouses a need to soothe and tenderly seduce. But after a wedding night of
unparalleled passion, the rising dawn reveals Celeise's treachery. Now in the fight
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of her life, for her dream of home and family, Celeise must find a way to heal
Mylan's shattered trust. Other books by Phoebe Conn Savage Destiny Defiant
Destiny Forbidden Destiny Wild Destiny Scarlet Destiny

After the Kiss
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea
come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery Medal–winning tale. Welcome to the
story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a
princess named Pea. It is also the story of a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the
darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a
slow-witted serving girl who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three
characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a
horrible dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives.
What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is your destiny to find
out. With black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil
Ering.

101 Habits of Highly Successful Novelists
"I would say I need to protect my heart, but I don't have a heart because it's still in
his possession. And it has been for the last seven years, so I guess I'm protecting
my sanity." -Kaylee Kaylee Duncan is a successful TV producer, with a beautiful
daughter who is the light of her life. Her life is going in the right direction for once,
until in walks the father of her child and her one and only love, Jasiah. Seven years
prior, he ended their relationship and disappeared without a trace, leaving her to
pick up the pieces of her shattered heart. She sucked up the hurt and buried it
deep inside, just as she always did, and went off to college. She found out months
later that she was pregnant, with no way to get in contact with him. Jasiah's return
opens more wounds than one for Kaylee, and she finds herself battling a trauma
she buried a long time ago, along with fighting the feelings that's resurfaced for
Jasiah as well. "I know you're still fighting your feelings for me, but eventually, you
have to face the fact that your heart belongs to me, Kaylee, and I'm telling you
now I'm coming for what's mine." -Jasiah Jasiah Moore was ready to make good on
his plans to be with his high school love, Kaylee, forever at the young age of
eighteen, but things changed when tragedy struck in his life, leaving him a broken
young man. He broke things off with Kaylee and disappeared without a trace.
Seven years later, he's back, and when he finds out he has a daughter with the
only woman he's ever loved, he sets out to get her back. The only problem is
Kaylee doesn't want any part in his plans. As he fights to get his family under one
roof, he battles with the demons of why he left in the first place. This is a story
about healing, second chances, and true love.

The Gentleman's Magazine
Thayne Kendrich's urgent need for a school teacher forces him to abduct
schoolteacher Emmalyne Madsen off her westward-bound train and lead her to his
Black Hills home--and into the path of his deadly ex-wife who will kill for the gold
he's discovered.
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The Captive Heart (FREE PREVIEW)
Liberty Hunter is half Seneca Indian, all red-head, and stands accused of a brutal
murder that the citizens of Williamsburg, Virginia believe her fully capable of
committing. Esquire Stephan MacLeod disagrees. Tall, handsome and enamored
with Liberty, Stephan believes he can prove Liberty innocent and offers marriage
to keep her from jail. Liberty finds Stephan overbearing and opportunistic, and
insists the marriage be in name only. With the judge threatening to see her hang,
and the real murderer seeking to end her life, the only safe place may be with
Stephan. Until passion sparks and Liberty realizes Stephan could be more than a
temporary safe haven and Stephan discovers he must trust Liberty to make her
own decisions. Still, neither dare speak of love or a true "until death do us part"
commitment until the murderer is found. THE HEARTS OF LIBERTY, in series order
Savage Destiny Defiant Destiny Forbidden Destiny Wild Destiny Scarlet Destiny

For the old love's sake, by the author of 'Not easily jealous'. by
I.D. Hardy
Sweet, Fun Romance--Set in 1971, nurse Julie Peters is ambitious and tenacious,
but her plans to modernize Waterside Hospital's labor and delivery department are
thwarted by old-school doctors and brown-nosing colleagues. The last thing on her
mind is falling in love as she confronts her career-related demons. Still, she feels
the pull of attraction to one special doctor. Dr. Michael Young turned away from a
prestigious research position at Duke University to practice medicine in a smaller,
less intense setting at Waterside Hospital. While nurses chase him by the dozen,
he is intrigued and satisfied with building a nest-egg for when the right woman
finally happens along. When Julie is faced with choices that put her job, her life's
dream in peril her relationship with Michael begins to ignite. Can a Thanksgiving
stay in the regal home called Bliss give her the space she needs to right her future
and fall in love? Will their growing love mean Julie loses herself? Humor, love and a
similar attitude toward medicine seal their love, but will it destroy their careers?

Hostage
Romantic Times Reviewer’s Choice Award, Best Western Romance Sent to New
Ulm, Minnesota by her father to escape the Civil War, Erica Hansen is kidnapped by
a Sioux warrior and lands in the middle of an Indian uprising. Erica knows she
should fight the painted savage carrying her further and further from civilization,
but compassion for the Sioux people grips her heart instead. From the moment
Viper beheld the golden-haired paleface, he swore she would not meet the same
fate as other white captives, and then promises himself he’ll release her when the
furor of battle dies down. Instead, they marry. Then Viper is captured in a raid and
condemned to death. Now Erica faces a choice: accept the marriage proposal of
her one-time fiancé, Union Captain Mark Randall, who searched for her until he
found her, or risk raising the half-breed baby growing inside of her, alone. “Oh my
what a triangle. A very good story filled with suspense and romance.” ~GoodReads
HEARTS OF CALIFORNIA SERIES by Phoebe Conn Hearts of Gold No Sweeter
Ecstasy Tempt Me With Kisses HEARTS OF LIBERTY SERIES by Phoebe Conn Savage
Destiny Defiant Destiny Forbidden Destiny Wild Destiny Scarlet Destiny OTHER
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TITLES by Phoebe Conn Love’s Captive Heart

Captive Hearts
Captive of Darkness
I take you. To honor and obey. Till death do us part. This is my solemn vow. I am
caught in the madness of a deep obsession. Stolen away to become his perfect and
dutiful wife. Trapped in a twisted and dark courtship. Forced and trained in the
wifely duties of an obedient bride. I am his. Captive ever after… ***Captive Vow is
a dark romantic thriller. If you don’t like a sprinkle of shock, a dash of taboo, and a
heavy dose of dirty, then don’t take a sip of my cocktail.

Firestorm
A Missing Groom, A Threatening Note, Another Page-Turning Adventure Three
months have passed since Cassi Mason and Jared Landine helped the FBI expose a
criminal mastermind. Along the way, they fell in love, and now Jared has moved to
San Diego to be near Cassi. But four days before their wedding, Jared disappears.
Frantic to discover what happened, Cassi plunges into a world of danger and
intrigue. Can she find Jared before it's too late? Meanwhile, Laranda Garrettson is
safely in a prison hospital, recuperating from a gunshot wound that paralyzed her
from the waist down. Her body may be damaged, but her brilliant and devious
mind is far from beaten. Big Tommy, an organized crime boss, is also on the move.
In a stunning turn of events, his evil plans threaten to turn Cassi's world upside
down. In her heart-stopping sequel to A Bid for Love, best-selling novelist Rachel
Ann Nunes has created a fast-paced, intensely romantic thriller that will keep you
guessing at every turn. A high-energy story for anyone who enjoys a great
Christian mystery peppered with plenty of romance. Deal for Love Series A Bid for
Love (#1) Framed for Love (#2) Love on the Run (#3)

Love's Captive Heart
A Viking vampire must face his tortuous past to save the woman who holds the key
to his future. Eric Wulfgar escaped from twisted dreams, only to find insanity
following him into reality. Feeling like a shell of the man he once was, his King’s
orders to help a New Orleans vampire clan might require more than he can give.
Duty offers him no choice but to leave the shadows, and return to the living. Cat
Bienville is frantic. Someone, or something, is stalking the vampires of New
Orleans. When the missing turn up dead, with no explanation why, and her Sire
disappears, she runs out of options. Left in charge of her vampire coven, Cat knows
her duty is to keep her people safe. Only, she’s not prepared for help to come in
the form of a chauvinistic male, with such a tattered soul. When friends may be
foes, Cat and Eric must find balance with one another, in order to unveil the evil in
their midst, even as a bigger threat darkens the horizon. Yet, Cat’s past may
fracture their growing bonds. How can she give Eric her heart, when her deepest
secret may be more than he can ever accept?
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Scarlet Destiny (The Hearts of Liberty Series, Book 5)
Captive in the Dark
Half-Seneca and half-white, Christian Hunter intends to prove himself by joining the
Patriot cause. Liana Scott was raised to be a proper young lady, not a hooligan
aroused by a dare-devil half-breed whose mother was once married to her father.
Christian can't resist challenging Liana's high British opinions and when his taunts
lure her into an affair, she loses everything. Disowned by her family, Liana must
marry Christian who now faces an even greater challenge—proving to Liana how
much he always loved her. Previously Titled: Forbidden Legacy REVIEWS: "filled
with every nuance of growing love and trust." ~RT Magazine, TOP PICK THE
HEARTS OF LIBERTY, in series order Savage Destiny Defiant Destiny Forbidden
Destiny Wild Destiny Scarlet Destiny

My love she's but a lassie, by the author of 'Queenie'.
Suzuka becomes steeped in jealousy when she observes Megumi's interactions
with Rui, the maid. But with the curse in the way, can Suzuka ever hope to have a
normal relationship with Megumi? -- VIZ Media

Beloved Warrior (Author's Cut Edition)
Captive Hearts
The Innocent Too tall and entirely too outspoken, Miss Eliza Sheringham grew up
thumbing her nose at polite English society. So when Captain Lord Marcus
Wharton, called Beau for his stunning good looks set his rakish sights on her, Eliza
thought nothing of rejecting his advances. Until a stolen kiss swept her into the
arms of a man too dangerous too love. . . . The Beau Called to battle, Marcus left
behind the woman who had captured his heart—and the scandal ignited by their
kiss. His brother's disappearance made him Duke of Blackthorne, guardian of twin
nieces who were rumored to be his own daughters. Badly scared in battle, the
Beau had become the Beast of Blackthorne, a wounded animal destined to spend
his life hiding in a shadowy wing of Blackthorne Abbey. The Beast When Eliza
Sheringham showed up on his doorstep proposing herself as governess for the
incorrigible twins, the Beast demanded marriage as the price of the job. He knew
she could never love him. Surely his looks would drive her away—now that he
hungered for her more than life itself.

Captive Hearts of Oz Vol. 2
Sworn to protect her, he was forbidden to touch her.Joan Johnston is a masterful
creator of unforgettable characters and stories that make you feel as if you're
falling in love again. Now she sweeps you back to Regency-era Scotland, where a
determined young woman challenges a man's world—even as she embraces the
outsider who protects her life and steals her heart.When the tall, rugged stranger
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stepped out of the shadows and rescued her from a fate worse than death,
Katherine MacKinnon knew she had found her bodyguard. With his steely arms and
reckless courage, he would shield her from her clansmen, who refused to accept
her as laird, and from the hated Duke of Blackthorne, who controlled her family's
lands. As her desire grew for the mysterious man who was constantly by her side,
she had no idea that she was falling in love with the enemy himself.

The Tale of Despereaux
Reads from right to left in the traditional Japanese format.

Behind The Mask
I never knew when he¿d come to me. Only that he would.

Captive Heart
A USA Today bestseller He'll never be free Captured and tortured by the French,
Christian Severn, Duke of Mercia, survives by vowing to take revenge on his
tormentors. Before the duke can pursue his version of justice, Gillian, Countess of
Greendale, reminds him that his small daughter has suffered much in his absence,
and needs her papa desperately. Until he surrenders his heart Gilly endured her
difficult marriage by avoiding confrontation and keeping peace at any cost.
Christian's devotion to his daughter and his kindness toward Gilly give her hope
that she could enjoy a future with him, for surely he of all men shares her loathing
for violence in any form. Little does Gilly know, the battle for Christian's heart is
only beginning. Captive Hearts series: The Captive (Book 1) The Traitor (Book 2)
The Laird (Book 3)

Poetical Quotations from Chaucer to Tennyson
Once, I was broken, battered, and bruised. Too weak to save myself, my summer
Skye did what had to be done. My sister bears the guilt of taking a life to protect
her little beanpole. I should have saved her, but I was too weak, too small, too
fragile to fight. But, I'm not little anymore. I'm not scared. I'm no longer afraid.
Skye's little beanpole grew into a giant of a man, and I'm on a mission to make
those who hurt us pay for their crimes. Every step of my life brings me to this
moment. I will bring down evil. John Snowden doesn't know the power of love. He
has no idea what he created when he destroyed the fearful little boy I once was.
I'm coming, Snowden. I'm coming for you. My wrath is without mercy, and I'll do
whatever it takes to make you pay. Even if it means sacrificing myself for those I
love. A Dark Captive Romance that Will Keep You on the Edge of Your Seat!

Captive Vow
BOOK ONE OF THE DARK DUET: Caleb is a man with a singular interest in revenge.
Kidnapped as a young boy and sold into slavery by a power-hungry mobster, he
has thought of nothing but vengeance. For twelve years he has immersed himself
in the world of pleasure slaves searching for the one man he holds ultimately
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responsible. Finally, the architect of his suffering has emerged with a new identity,
but not a new nature. If Caleb is to get close enough to strike, he must become the
very thing he abhors and kidnap a beautiful girl to train her to be all that he once
was. Eighteen-year-old Olivia Ruiz has just woken up in a strange place.
Blindfolded and bound, there is only a calm male voice to welcome her. His name
is Caleb, though he demands to be called Master. Olivia is young, beautiful, naïve
and willful to a fault. She has a dark sensuality that cannot be hidden or denied,
though she tries to accomplish both. Although she is frightened by the strong,
sadistic, and arrogant man who holds her prisoner, what keeps Olivia awake in the
dark is her unwelcome attraction to him. WARNING: This book contains very
disturbing situations, dubious consent, strong language, and graphic violence.

"Here a Captive Heart Busted"
When King George II orders the Acadians, descendants of 17th-century French
colonists, expelled from their Nova Scotian land, Arielle Douville, an Acadian
healer, reluctantly agrees to translate for the captain of the Virginia Militia, Byron
Barclay. Arielle has always despised everything English until Byron's unexpected
promise to keep the families together in the American Colonies challenges her
heart. But when the pair are aboard the ship bound for the Colonies, the Acadians
seize Byron and take control. Now Arielle must choose: side with her people or
fight for the inevitable new way of Acadian life and earn the right to discover if the
growing passions between her and Byron is love. Previously Titled: Beloved Legacy
REVIEWS: "a love story that blossoms in the most unlikely place." ~Rendezvous
"little known historical facts [and] engaging characters will surely entertain" ~RT
Magazine THE HEARTS OF LIBERTY, in series order Savage Destiny Defiant Destiny
Forbidden Destiny Wild Destiny Scarlet Destiny

The Captive
Framed for Love
Shadows are swallowing Oz! But there's safety in numbers, so Dorothy proposes
that they all travel together as they set off in to the perilous Forest of the Kalidahs.
All the while, Dorothy is plagued by strange dreams and finds her heart flittering
whenever Zero is near--though he sill remains an enigma. Despite all the mystery,
however, there's one thing she--and her friends--know: they're headed for Emerald
City together!

Defiant Destiny (The Hearts of Liberty Series, Book 2)
Seeming to stand as a wall between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
sentimentality is almost a defining characteristic of the greatest literary figures of
the former. But reflection reveals that sentimentality is perhaps the most common
of all literary modes of the twentieth century as well, disguised in the latter case by
an intense obsession with sexuality. This book attempts to understand
sentimentality as an important event in the developing history of Western
consciousness, the state of which still parallels the condition of Mark Twain's Jim (in
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Huckberry Finn), imprisoned in a flimsy slave cabin of false sentiment: "Here a
captive heart busted". The author traces this sentimental journey of modern
literature by focusing on six major writers - Tennyson and Dickens as the giants of
Victorian domestic sentimentality, Hopkins and Hardy as transitional figures in
whom the sentimental tropes of the nineteenth century are moving toward the
sexual sentimentality of the twentieth, Lawrence and Eliot as representatives in
different ways of the sexual sentimentality of the twentieth century. The
hypothesis of the book is that the general consciousness of Western society has
undergone severe shocks as a result of the loss - and sometimes repression - of an
older human awareness of what anthropologists have called "participation", a term
which may be defined as a non-sensory link between human beings and nature.
This loss of participation has become gradually apparent with the erosion of its
visible emblems: the Church (with its supporting intellectual bulwark of the divine
origin and purposes of Natural Law); the extended family, as visualized in feudal,
hierarchical theories ofsociety; and finally the nineteenth-century ideal, the nuclear
family, with its sacred location, the Home, and its glorified Proprietress, the
Woman. The argument grows out of the work of philosophers like Ernst Cassirer
and Susanne Langer, anthropologists like Mircea Eliade and Lucien Levy-Bruhl,
historical philosophers like R. G. Collingwood, Thomas Kuhn, and Michel Foucault,
historically oriented literary critics like Erich Auerbach, and finally the eclectic
writing of Owen Barfield. The book closes with a brief epilogue, which focuses on
Toni Morrison's Beloved, a fascinating apotheosis of earlier sentimental themes.
The conflict between "belonging" and "freedom" and between "head" and "heart"
continues in the twentieth century, as it grew out of the nineteenth. Finally, the
author calls for exchanging the literature of sentimentality for a literature of
freedom, truth, and feeling, a literature which may serve as an underground
railroad for Western consciousness to begin its escape from the slavery of
sentimentality to find a real knowledge of the heart.

Forest's Fall
Captive Heart
A warrior born and raised, Helena of Rivenloch is desperate to save her youngest
sister from a fate worse than death - marriage. After trying and failing to murder
the groom, she does the next best thing. She takes his right-hand knight, the
dashing Colin du Luc, as her hostage.

The Laird
Are you an Indigo? Is a new age philosophy which helps in identifying what an
Indigo truly is and how you are able to identify them. This book will help serve you
to understand what being an Indigo means, in how it applies and affects you, your
loved ones and how they just may be an Indigo themselves. Find and identify the
difference between Group Thinkers and Free Thinkers. Learn how feelings play an
important role and how to deal with them. Discover and find that perfect life, love,
and success in business you want to have. So unleash the power within and
overcome the fear to Discover Your Authentic Self.
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The Bodyguard
In 1461, Alix Givet, the daughter of Queen Margaret?s physician, is forced into a
loveless marriage with a Northumbrian baron?s cruel son. When he unexpectedly
dies, she flees over the border into Scotland, and into the mercy of a brooding
laird. If she can warm his cold heart, it might provide the everlasting love of her
dreams?

Edith the captive; or, The robbers of Epping forest. By the
author of 'Jane Brightwell'.
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Grace Burrowes delivers
another passionate Regency romance He left his bride to go to war After years of
soldiering, Michael Brodie returns to his Highland estate to find that the bride he
left behind has become a stranger. Brenna is self-sufficient, competent, confidentand furious about Michael's prolonged absence. Now his most important battle will
be for her heart Brenna is also hurt, bewildered, and tired of fighting for the
respect of those around her. Michael left her when she needed him most, and then
stayed away even after the war ended. Nonetheless, the young man who
abandoned her has come home a wiser, more patient and honorable husband. But
if she trusts Michael with the truths she's been guarding, he'll have to choose
between his wife and everything else he holds dear. Captive Hearts series: The
Captive (Book 1) The Traitor (Book 2) The Laird (Book 3) "Burrowes delivers
powerful and moving romance." -RT Book Reviews Praise for The MacGregor's
Lady: "Consistently excellent writing, deep and layered stories." -Publishers Weekly
"Engaging, deliciously sensual, superbly written romance." -Library Journal
"Absolutely enchanting." -Romance Junkies

The Bridegroom
The Captive Heart Releases October 1, 2016! Free Extended Preview. Proper
English governess Eleanor Morgan flees to the colonies to escape the wrath of a
brute of an employer. When the Charles Town family she’s to work for never
arrives to collect her from the dock, she is forced to settle for the only reputable
choice remaining to her—marriage to a man she’s never met. Trapper and tracker
Samuel Heath is a hardened survivor used to getting his own way by brain or by
brawn, and he’s determined to find a mother for his young daughter. But finding a
wife proves to be impossible. No upstanding woman wants to marry a murderer.
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